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IT, SME’s performance and regional development: an empirical study of insular firms

Abstract
The globalization of the economy and the internationalization of markets have brought an unprecedented development of the IT in SME’s. Some researchers postulate that this new organizational form supported by IT may actually help reduce the gap between industrialized and developing countries and contribute to improve SME’s performance. This research builds on this hypothesis and focuses on the contribution of IT upon the performance of the firm in developing countries. This paper examines most of the largest Reunionese firms and allows us to identify several interesting factors. The author specifically examined certain characteristics such as size, age, diversification of activities or lack of diversification, status as a subsidiary of a larger firm, degree of computerization and if electronic communications influence IT use. The paper also looks at certain factors that could illustrate the relationship between IT use and firm performance. Finally, the paper presents findings and discusses them in terms of the degree of utilization of IT by insular firms, the development of external relationships and the importance of developing IT investment to reduce transaction costs within Reunionese enterprises. From this research, there is an assumption that the use of IT may have an impact on the performance of insular firms and can enhance regional development of insular countries.
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Introduction
Globalization means, in the context of this paper, an unrestricted flow of merchandise, services, technology, investments and ideas. Also, it implies internationalization of corporate strategy in production, marketing and research (Ouedraogo, 2007a). In recent years, and especially since the mid-1990s, in some insular countries, firms and industry have had to confront the winds of global competition. Those firms selling into external markets are forced to compete with low-cost and sophisticated producers, and are selling to increasingly discerning customers (Peng, 2006). These developments pose new challenges for insular countries industry, which needs to master the ability to compete with the world’s leading suppliers.

Consequently, globalization is characterized by two phenomena that are a little bit contrary: on the one hand, it leads to a fragmentation of firms but, on the other hand, it stimulates a bonding or consolidation process of industrial production activities (Abecasis-Moedas and Grenier, 2007). This consolidation process of reorganizing industrial activity is stimulated by the development of information technologies (IT). These technologies play a strategic role at the micro, meso and macro levels and are defined as technologies that combine electronic data processing and telecommunications that provide data collection, processing, transformation, storage and transfer to recipients. In a world of increasing globalization, any SME interested in continued growth relies on IT to improve performance (Baudchon and Brossard, 2001).

For this reason, researchers have become increasingly interested in examining the role and use of IT in territorial development (Belussi, 2005; Galliano and Roux, 2003). For many of them, IT plays an important role in spatial dynamics such as local and regional development (Moreau, Vermot-Desroches and Delisle, 2002), urban and rural localization (Galliano and Roux, 2003) and cluster activity (Suire, 2003). More specifically, numerous papers demonstrate that IT develops more rapidly when geographic, social or cultural proximity exists between partners (Belussi, 2005; Gottardi, 2003). These results may seem paradoxical when firms in a region such as Réunion Island are isolated from a certain number of their stakeholders. This research paper tries to shed some light on this apparent paradox by privileging the degree to which IT is used by Réunion Island firms. The first part of this research will examine the characteristics linked to the degree of computerization and the use of electronic communications implemented by these firms. Then, we shall look at the links that exist between IT and firm performance.

We’ll begin by reviewing existing literature on IT, SME and local development and continue by examining the link between IT and competitiveness. The methodology used to coordinate these elements of knowledge and the rationale for indicators that we have chosen will then be explained. We will then propose different elements of response to the ques-
tions we examined. A brief conclusion will follow, illustrating the limits and contributions of this paper.

1. Theoretical background

1.1. IT and regional development. Globalization and unparalleled growth in markets and competition have pushed small to medium-sized businesses (SME) to depend on IT for survival. By adopting IT, they bring a new perspective to local development (Moreau, Vermot-Desroches and Delisle, 2002).

Because of IT, a small firm can survive by adapting to new rules of the game in which flexibility and quick response are key elements (Orlikowski and Robey, 1991). The widespread use of IT by the SME sector, and particularly the technologies available through Internet, are seen as a positive condition of growth and competition (Orlikowski 1992; Cases and Rouquette, 2000). For this reason, the contribution of IT to a firm’s success is an area that numerous researchers have expressed interest in. Existing literature shows that one category of researchers examined the level of IT available to firms (Baudchon and Brossard, 2001). Here, researchers tried to understand IT development within a firm. Results demonstrate that a firm’s computerization progresses very rapidly. However, computerization also brings an organizational evolution that many firms have difficulty recognizing and adapting to, leading to a lack of competition. This demonstrates that firms must truly appropriate IT use to their fullest extent. This is the belief held by a second group of researchers and, in fact, they suggest that the link between broadcast and a firm’s performance depends on the degree of appropriation of IT by firms (Cases and Rouquette, 2000). These researchers argue that the broadcast dimension of IT must be complemented by a component of inherent appropriation mechanisms for firms where technology is viewed as a tool and a method of mobilization (means) rather than, initially, a structural element (an end). In this perspective, corporate performance cannot be attained without combining a spectrum of organizational processes, socialization and elaboration of inherent abilities that allows firms to improve and reinforce current activities (Benghozi and Cohendet, 1999). Cases and Rouquette (2000) demonstrate for example, that French accounting firms are not only highly computerized but have also factored in the required organizational modifications. In order to be efficient, both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of performance measurement must be measured.

Logisticians also ask the same questions: “The question is how information management can become a competitive advantage for logistics” says Gratadour (2000) for example and logisticians answer by underlining the importance of reorganizing this function within a firm and around it (development of new activities, new agents or partners) as being necessary conditions for expected performance gains. Briefly, we submit that authors agree that the widespread use of IT in French SME is evolving rapidly but that lack of appropriation hinders the achievement of superior performances such as those that exist in the USA (Baudchon and Brossard, 2001).

On the other hand, we know that transactions between clients and suppliers (especially business to business) have evolved rapidly during the last 10 years, thanks to electronic networks and that files and their logistics are now the areas where the most significant changes are occurring. Thus, hypothesis 1 suggests the following.

Hypothesis 1: The profile of Reunion Island firms is linked to their degree of computerization.

Corporate performance or competitiveness is not always identifiable at the corporate level itself but rather in the evolution and sharing of added value between the actors of the same file as a whole (Caby and Jaeger, 1997, 1998a, 1998b, 2000). The following hypothesis is, therefore, stated as follows.

Hypothesis 2: The way Reunion Island firms use IT is more adept at dealing with isolation and distance.

If IT development within firms is linked to better performance, could we conclude that there exists a relationship between IT use and productivity? This question is at the heart of an important debate among researchers in the field. We do not wish to take sides in the debate but rather to illustrate the different perspectives researchers have.

1.2. IT and competitiveness. The effects of computerization on firms are numerous. However, economists and managers alike have cautioned for several decades not to expect immediate and visible growth in productivity linked only to the introduction of new computerized and communication tools by firms. Greenan and Mangematin (1999) state: “Logically, investments in innovative technologies, especially in information technology, should have led to productivity gains. However, when statistical data didn’t show this, thought was given to the manner in which technical progress is formalized in traditional growth theories and in measurement tools used in empirical approaches”. They then investigated this assumption more closely by examining management research papers and Lorino’s finding (1989) that: “Passive renewal of techniques that impact industry as well as services did not lead to expected levels of performances in firms”. Then, citing Skinner (1988), they indicate that this “para-
dox of productivity” involves, for managers, not only “the efficiency of decision-making within firms” but also “the traditional use of management tools that underscore decision making”.

However, a BIPE study questions this famous paradox: “Simulation of a didactic nature done by BIPE with the Diva model shows that, if some sectors and some jobs can effectively challenged by new technology, overall results are largely positive given the combination of demand – production of equipment and services arising from IT – and two effects on offer, productivity gains and competition and, creation of new products and services that would not have existed without these technologies”. The authors then add that “research by Karsenty indicates that elasticity in IT production is 0.2” which, through a drop in prices, “improves competition between firms... This improvement in competition should lead to an improvement of 4.1% in GDP within the next ten years...”.

On the other hand, Baudchon and Brossard (2001) in a comparative study of the IT sector in the US and France, develop convincing arguments regarding the positive effects of IT on productivity. In the US, results show that “productivity gains in work schedule and global productivity are clear and can be substantially explained by the widespread use of IT.” The authors suggest that “the absence of aggrate data in France can be mostly explained by delays in distribution and unfavorable business conditions in the 1990’s”. However, an econometric study of productivity in 51 sectors of the manufacturing industry provides a ray of hope: results show that IT has a positive impact which appears quite robust and seems strong enough to withstand capital incentive and pressure on capacity, as well as the introduction of variables related to working conditions and to workers professional qualifications.

In fact, scholars agree on the following elements:

1. On a macroeconomic scale, IT has a positive impact on employment: we must necessarily conclude that productivity levels on a global scale are minimal or non-existing (if they were otherwise, number of available jobs would have dropped). These positive effects on employment are linked to offer and demand effects and the regular introduction of new products and services.

2. The positive effects of IT on global competitiveness differ according to the sectors of activity; and productivity and competitiveness gains in firms are linked to experience and didactic (learning) effects. They, therefore, depend more on how IT are used in firms and how they reorganize their activities rather than on direct spending for computerization, telecommunications and equipment.

The analyses presented in this research paper reflect this but, first, we must make a distinction between productivity and competitiveness. Productivity gains are measured either by fewer production costs when compared to a firm’s results or by an increase in results with the same production costs or, eventually, by both factors. In our study, we will argue that productivity gains are possible when firms better equipped in IT are also firms that reduce their labor costs while increasing sales. Hypothesis 3 is the following.

Hypothesis 3: Reunion Island firms that use IT intensively increase their competitiveness.

A firm’s competitiveness is linked to its capacity to successfully challenge competition. Of course, several factors are involved but we have chosen the best indicators that successfully define the competitive effects with regards to IT. We shall see that this still open to debate: can we, based on a few IT indicators in our survey sample, identify the firms’ characteristics with regards to competitiveness?

2. Research methodology

Within the scope of a multiyear research project on firm competitiveness, a team of researchers from Réunion Island University, in cooperation with business leaders and local institutions, did a survey of the most important firms on Réunion.

2.1. Sample and survey questionnaire. Of the 598 firms with more than 20 employees on Réunion, surveyors selected a sample of 250 firms (SIRENE file) and 118 representatives of these firms met with researchers who administered a questionnaire containing 130 questions. These firms, therefore, represent 20% of this stratum. Efforts were made to select respondents with diversified activities and, in fact, the sample is slightly under-represented in the industrial sector and over-represented in the construction sector. The highly selected sample did not warrant any adjustments given that the activities of the firms interviewed did not always match their code in the SIRENE database. However, the firms, among the most important ones on Réunion Island, are really SMEs when compared to Metropolitan firms: 30% have 50 employees or less, the majority (60%) have 50 to 300 employees and only 10% have 300 employees or more.

The survey questionnaire was joint endeavor of researchers who combined their respective expertise within their own area of specialty: strategy, marketing, human resources management, information
systems, logistics and finance. Some regional economic experts were also asked to integrate the most pertinent and well-adapted concepts as applied to Réunion firms. Then, more than 100 questions on quantitative and qualitative data collection which encompassed several concepts and indicators of management science were developed for this survey.

Questionnaires were administered to CEOs or firm representatives through an interview process by a professor-researcher or a researcher, sometimes with a graduate student present. Each interview lasted approximately one hour and a half. The quality of the respondents provided first-hand pertinent data collection which was completed by summarized financial documents (balance sheets and operating accounts) either directly provided by the firms or taken from EURIDILE. Data collection and initial data processing (flat tabs and some multivariate breakdowns) were done by the Development Observatory of Réunion, an economic and social partner in this survey. More specific and refined data processing was done by researchers working in specialized fields.

2.2. Choice of variables. In this section of our paper, we examine the answers of the firms with regards to the degree of computerization and the reliance on electronic communications which were included in the survey section on information systems. It was impossible to include all the questions researchers had regarding information systems in the survey questionnaire as this would have lead to an overly lengthy questionnaire – and a less efficient survey – but also because the pre-test phase had shown that only a few firm CEOs and representatives were familiar with the vocabulary of information systems. The degree of computerization of firms is characterized by the following indicators in the survey.

2.2.1. Annual expenditures in electronic data processing (EDP). We do not know however exactly where the investments were made. Material and software? Investments and/or only operations? EDP and/or telecommunications? Answers to these questions can only be obtained, therefore, by comparing one element to another.

2.2.2. Number of computer specialists in a firm. Several firms rely on external computer specialists and are more or less advanced with their information systems (see Rowe, 2002). They have achieved this without having to hire permanent computer specialists. However, we can hypothesize that if a firm has more than two computer specialists on staff, it is one of the more advanced firms with regards to ICT. However, the contrary is not necessarily true. Firms which don’t have permanent computer specialists as permanent staff rely on external providers; they can also rely heavily on ICT.

2.2.3. Applications used by a firm. This tells us more about a firm’s use of an application rather than the equipment available because almost all firms are equipped with ICT. What is important is the availability of applications for either decision support or more complicated projects not related to accounting, pay systems or commercial follow-up.

2.2.4. Internet use by CEO/senior representative interviewed. Only seven people interviewed did not use Internet. In fact, the more a CEO/senior representative used Internet, the greater the firm’s degree of computerization. The reverse is not true, however.

2.2.5. Firm has an Internet site. This indicator is straightforward and reliable.

2.2.6. Use of Internet site. Firms that manage purchase orders by Internet are more advanced but few of them do (13 firms for sales orders and 34 for supplier orders).

2.2.7. Person responsible for Internet. This indicator’s reliability can be mitigated somewhat when a firm relies on an external provider.

The flaws of some of these indicators may imply less robust explanatory power.

During this exploratory process, we have tried to understand the significance of the data collected and, in particular, tried to determine relationships between the degree of computerization and the characteristics of behavior or use. Analyses of the hypotheses are more often available in dummy variables rather than numeric variables. For this reason, the majority of treatments presented use the chi-square test and correspondence analysis rather than regression and principle component analysis. Certain cluster analyses on numeric variables were done to control bias, to determine whether firms were differentiated and to refine the comprehension of the observations.

3. Results and findings

3.1. A degree of computerization that is easily typified. All firms in the survey have computerized equipment and several applications that are essential to operations with an average of more than three applications per firm. Almost all firms have Internet connections: only 6% don’t have Internet and 44% have websites. This illustrates that computer and Internet use is higher than in Metropolitan firms at the same date: a 2001 IDATE survey showed that 62% of firms with 10 to 499 employees were connected to Internet while only 24% had websites.
When we compare firms as to the size, Réunion firms are more advanced than the national average. Without any doubt, the hypothesis can be submitted that the geographic characteristics of the department are a contributing factor to these practices but it must also be noted that one-third of the firms questioned are subsidiaries of national or multinational groups.

It is difficult to translate this lead in terms of impact on the competitiveness of firms: several studies have been done on this subject and testify that it is impossible to obtain precise gains in productivity or profitability as they relate to a firm’s IT investments. At best, we can suggest that if computerization is followed by internal organizational changes, significant gains ensue.

However, the ECER survey provides a precise image of the most important parameters of computerization (staff, expenditures, applications) and of Internet (main uses, existence and mission of websites).

In our sample, computer specialists on staff are relatively few: only 126.5 employees for 118 firms, an average of slightly more than one per firm. The presence and number of computer specialists increases with the size of the firm (T1: dependence is very significant; \( \chi^2 = 29.48, \text{ddl} = 9, 1 - p = 99.95\% \)) which is not surprising but there are exceptions and many other factors come into play.

The findings are the same regarding expenditures: on average, investments are more than 100,000 Euros a year, with a significant root-mean-square deviation, a dispersion that reflects approximately the firm’s size, but not fully, not at all \((r = 0.459\ldots)\) (see Table 1).

Table 1. Number of computer specialists and staff size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staff size (4 cl.) / Number of comp. spec. (4 cl.)</th>
<th>7 of 49</th>
<th>50 of 99</th>
<th>100 of 700</th>
<th>1200, 1400</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 or more</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 and more</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Computer utilization is frequent (on average, more than 3 applications by firm), and although most use “classical” applications (accounting, pay systems, commercial follow-up) some firms are more advanced than others. The same finding applies for projects: some firms retro-fit while others introduce updates to already complex information and communication systems. It must be said that R&D applications are quite modest, both for actual use and planned use (T2). Almost all firms use Internet and several applications but they vary case by case and are quite dissimilar. In our survey, 44% have websites (or use the website of the business to which they are affiliated), which explains, in part, the greater proportion of sites than within Metropolitan firms of a comparable size (see IDATE survey above).

3.1.1. Characteristics of firms with websites compared to those who don’t. Firms on Réunion Island who have websites are:

1. The most important with regards to work force (T3: \( \chi^2 = 11.70, \text{ddl} = 3, 1 - p = 99.15\% \)).
2. Firm activity is linked closely to industry and services – tourism and hotel industry in particular – rather than construction and retailing (T4: dependence is significant; \( \chi^2 = 19.48, \text{ddl} = 8, 1 - p = 98.75\% \)). However, size also plays a role here: firms in construction and retailing are of a modest size compared to the sample average.
3. Firms are diversified: the more distinct their activities, the more they have websites. Therefore, between the existence of a website and the importance of the main activity in sales, dependence is very significant (T5: \( \chi^2 = 14.01, \text{ddl} = 3, 1 - p = 99.71\% \)).
4. Firms have been in activity for longer periods (T6: \( \chi^2 = 9.49, \text{ddl} = 3, 1 - p = 97.66\% \)) which suggests that a learning curve could play a role.
5. Firms have more clients and are, therefore, less dependent on them (T7: dependence is significant; \( \chi^2 = 9.55, \text{ddl} = 4, 1 - p = 95.12\% \)).
6. Firms are in more often in partnership with other firms (T8: dependence is significant; \( \chi^2 = 5.71, \text{ddl} = 1, 1 - p = 98.32\% \)).

Before summarizing the characteristics of Réunion firms with websites compared to those who don’t have them, we shall examine the relationship between having a website or not and the degree to which a firm is computerized. When we look at the elements from this viewpoint, interesting elements emerge.

Of course, firms with websites invest more in computerization than those who don’t have a website, (T9: dependence is significant; \( \chi^2 = 10.48, \text{ddl} = 4, 1 - p = 96.70\% \)). Here again, the size of a firm plays a role. However, bigger firms that spend more on computerization and on websites express greater dissatisfaction with their information systems (T10: dependence is very significant; \( \chi^2 = 21.53, \text{ddl} = 6, 1 - p = 99.85\% \)). Why? Do these firms have more experience in computerization or is it that their expectations regarding computerization are more important than other firms? Our results converge with those of another study (Jaeger et al., 1997). Of course, it may be that seeing as they have invested more in information systems their expectations are
higher in this regard. Nonetheless, it is an indication of a greater maturity regarding information systems.

The relationship between the number of computer specialists in a firm and the presence or absence of a website is more complex: the link between having a website and the number of computer specialists in a firm is quite weak (T11: \( \chi^2 = 5.94, \ and = 3, 1 - p = 88.53\% \) but the explanation is the use of external providers (T12: dependence is very significant; \( \chi^2 = 16.09, \ and = 4, 1 - p = 99.71\% \)). Firms with websites rely on either in-house computer specialists, if they have one on staff or on external providers.

From the view point of activities, the relationships between sites and activities and the relationships between computer expenditures and activities are coherent. A comparison between the two analyses (T4 and T13: dependence is significant; \( \chi^2 = 30.49, \ and = 16, 1 - p = 98.44\% \)) effectively demonstrates that firms that spend less (business service) are those that have fewer websites and that those that spend the most have more websites (hotel industry, restaurants, tourism, printing, press services, audiovisual) (see Table 2).

\[ \chi^2 = 8.91 - ddl = 4 - p = 0.062. \]

Table 2. Web site and activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web site/Activities</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and marketing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firms are differentiated by the degree in which they are computerized. A first global approach in this differentiation could be made on a classification based on the mobile center method. The choice of 5 variables (date of establishment, % of sales in A1, Internet site or not, number of computer specialists, number of salaried workers) provides an automatic classification in 4 classes. However, it must be noted that class 3 is unique: it is comprised of two firms in the medical-social field which have significantly more employees than the other firms in the sample (1,200 and 1,400 salaried workers respectively).

The classes created illustrate the main characteristics we have discussed so far: firms with a longer history and more employees also have, most often, more websites and computer specialists on staff (class 2) and inversely (class 4). However, the diversification of activities doesn’t quite follow this pattern. From that point of view, classes 1 and 4 are the most diversified: class 4 has firms with the following characteristics: one primary work source, younger staff, smaller scale, less websites and very few or no computer specialists on staff (see Table 3).

When a correspondence analysis is applied to the same variables (CA 2: 41.86% of the variance is explained by the two categories represented), two groups with specific profiles emerge:

1. Firms with the most employees (more than 250 salaried workers), that have been in business longer (more than 40 years) and are the most diversified, are also the ones with more websites and computer specialists.

2. At the other end of the scale, we find the smaller firms that have been in business for a shorter time (created since 1990) and are the least diversified but which don’t have either websites or computer specialists.

Table 3. Characteristics of the four classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Staff size</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Date of establishment</th>
<th>% of sales of A1</th>
<th>Web site</th>
<th>Computer specialists</th>
<th>Number of employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32.2%</td>
<td>1977.66</td>
<td>68.50</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>127.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td>1959.19</td>
<td>75.63</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>385.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1953.50</td>
<td>43.50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50.8%</td>
<td>1981.75</td>
<td>77.55</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>46.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the 6th variable is introduced (CA 3), that of the payroll percentage invested in training (34.76% of the variance explained by the two categories represented), here again, a clear opposition is drawn between the most important users who invest a significant part of their payroll in training and firms that are less computerized and only invest a small percentage of their payroll in training (less than 1%). Thus, the first link showing a relationship between training and computerization appears.

On the whole, two types of firms emerge:

1. More diversified older firms with websites and computer specialists.

2. Younger and smaller firms that don’t have websites or computer specialists.

3.2. Réunion firms, computerization and external relationships. 3.2.1. Client-focused websites. Firms that have websites use them mainly as publicity and information tools for clients and, to a lesser extent, for service providers:
1. The main clients of firms with websites are individuals rather than other firms (T14: dependence is significant; $\chi^2 = 4.48$, $ddl = 1$, $1 – p = 96.57\%$).

2. Websites are used mainly to explain the firm and its products (more than 77% of responses, see T15).

Firms with websites have a higher percentage of products under their own label (T16: dependence is significant; $\chi^2 = 8.445$, $ddl = 2$, $1 – p = 98.53\%$), their commercial feedback is swifter (T17: dependence is significant; $\chi^2 = 6.00$, $ddl = 2$, $1 – p = 95.03\%$) and they introduce new products more often (T18: dependence is significant; $\chi^2 = 7.25$, $ddl = 2$, $1 – p = 97.33\%$).

From this viewpoint, Réunion firms are similar to firms in the Metropolitan area. Firms that sell to individuals, whether directly or indirectly are most likely to have websites which are used mainly to promote the corporate identity and eventually encourage general public commercial transactions via the website. But Internet use is far from being limited just to site development.

3.2.2. Supplier oriented Internet use. Whether or not firms have websites, 94% of the firms studied use Internet (T19). Types of use are more oriented towards suppliers as clients and the professional sector (48%) rather than towards clients (30%).

A total of 34 firms used Internet to send orders to suppliers (T20) but only 13 registered client orders from an Internet site (see T15). There again, as is the case in the Metropolitan area and elsewhere (see Caby & Jaeger, 1997), business to business transactions are more developed that business to client transactions. It is evident that because suppliers are located far away, isolation increases the number of electronic exchanges and the use of Internet for this purpose, even when it does not translate directly into supply orders. The most frequent uses are rather for technical and professional information, e-mails, etc. (see T19).

3.2.3. High logistics costs. Understanding why Réunion firms have significant logistics costs is basically simple: 30% of them have inbound logistics costs 60% more than their sales figures while 18% of them attain that percentage for outbound logistics. Total logistics costs represent more than 20% of the sales for 30% of the firms in the survey... It is, therefore, not only the island’s isolation that constitutes a serious drawback to procurement but it also contributes to significant internal communications costs.

Correspondence analysis of websites, computer expenditures, number of computer specialists, share of sales going towards procurement on Réunion, share of logistics costs in sales and types of clients (CA 4: 29.8% of the variance explained), always demonstrate major differences between highly computerized firms and those that are less computerized. They also show that the weight of logistics costs and the share of procurement on Réunion play a role but in a more complex manner than in the first case: less computerized firms are found at both extremes with regards to procurement on Réunion. It is the type of client that is the determinant here. Firms with individuals as clients import systematically but their logistics costs are relatively low (retailing).

As for the firms whose clients are administrations or other firms, low logistics costs are associated with procurement that is essentially local (construction).

Finally, a small group of firms that are highly computerized have logistics costs that are very high (up to 90% of sales) and exterior procurement of 15% to 70% of their sales figure.

3.3. Different types of external relationships. In fact, Réunion firms in our sample seem to use IT to reach consumers as is the case elsewhere but they also use it to lessen their isolation from suppliers by diversifying and opting for electronic transactions with suppliers. So, a firm’s level of activity impacts on its level of computerization, its more frequent recourse to IT and the manner in which it obtains supplies.

Therefore, CA 5 (25.4% of the variance explained by the two categories represented) which looks at the correspondence of 6 variables (Internet sites A1 in sales, activities, class 5, main clients, 2 classes, % of purchases on Réunion, class 3, number of computer specialists, class 4) shows that:

1. The first group of firms characterized by a wider public orientation (western side of map); highly computerized; very little diversification; and, suppliers mainly off island (retailing).

2. The second group of firms of a more professional nature; one work activity; and, less computerized (building trades).

3. Industry and wholesale with activities of a professional nature, on the extremes of the two first groups (southern part of the map), represent the most diversified firms and the ones that export the most. More modest in size than the first group, they coincide with “medium range” computerization in terms of computer investments and having only one computer specialist on staff. Firms are rare in this group which complements the fact that they are not publicly oriented.
3.4. IT and competition. We must exercise a good degree of caution here however. If we hypothesize that the most competitive firms in our sample are those which have been more resistant (the older ones) and are more developed (the bigger ones), we now know (see preceding analysis) that they are also the most computerized. But what this means isn’t clear: are they better equipped because they are more competitive or are they more competitive because they are better equipped? We are not in a position to answer this question (see Greenan et al., 1999). However, without a doubt, a link exists here and we can shed some light on it by examining certain characteristics of the sample.

3.4.1. Websites, computerization and personnel. Having websites is not linked to the number of employees recruited (Chi$^2$ is not significant) but rather to the number of employees who leave the firm (T21: dependence is very significant; Chi$^2 = 10.97$, ddl = 2, $1 - p = 99.58\%$). On the other hand, computerization investments are linked both to recruitment and termination of employment (T 22: dependence is significant; Chi$^2 = 5.04$, ddl = 2, $1 - p = 91.95\%$). These links must not be blindly understood as being only productivity related. Expenditure is linked to recruitment and size is also a factor: bigger firms hire more new employees and are subject to more termination of employment. To look at how size plays a role, two new variables can be calculated: percentages of arrivals and terminations and number of salaried workers. Having a website is (weakly) linked with termination (T24: dependence is not very significant; Chi$^2 = 5.04$, ddl = 2, $1 - p = 91.95\%$) but not with recruitment. The fact that a link exists between websites and departures and not between websites and recruitment indicates a certain effect linked to productivity which implies that factors other than ICT usage play a role.

It should also be noted that site existence is linked to a less frequent measuring of outputs: firms that have site only rarely measure the performance of their employees (T25: dependence is very significant; Chi$^2 = 13.36$, ddl = 4, $1 - p = 99.04\%$). However, no link can be found with quality measures or initiative: from that point of view, firms in the sample aren’t any different than the average firm, whether they have websites or not. A certain evolution in management thereby goes hand in hand with the existence of websites and, probably, with regards to a firm’s activities.

3.4.2. Websites, computerization, management and a firm’s results. Firms with websites also have more business plans (T26: dependence is very significant; Chi$^2 = 11.88$, ddl = 2, $1 - p = 99.74\%$) but a significant link did not appear between websites and increased sales projections or websites and growth in a firm’s financial performance.

However, the three following correspondence analyses (CA) show a link between the degree of computerization and certain characteristics that contribute towards a firm’s evolution if not always with regards to competition.

The first CA, more focused on a firm’s degree of openness, looks at the links between 5 variables: websites, number of computer specialists, degree of diversification, business plan and partnerships (AFC 6: 35.2% of the variance is explained by the first two categories). From this point of view, diversification, partnerships and a business plan go hand in hand with more computer specialists and websites (western part). On the other hand, being a single activity firm, not having partners and not having a business plan are linked to lesser websites and computer specialists (eastern part).

The second CA examines the relationship between six variables: websites, main type of client, weight of the three most important clients, business plan, growth in the value of the firm, expectations of survey responders with regards to sales, (CA 7: 31.1% of the variance is explained by the first two categories). This brings to light that the more firms are involved with the general public, the lesser the dependence on clients, the more often they have websites and more often do they anticipate an evolution in the value of their firm but not necessarily of its sales figures.

A third CA looks at the relationship between seven variables: websites, number of computer specialists, business plan, growth in the value of the firm, expectations of survey responders with regards to sales, partnerships and types of clients (CA 8: 27.1% of the variance is explained). Once again, firms more involved with the general public believe that the value of their firm has increased and have business plans even though they don’t foresee growth in the sales figures. They also have more computer specialists on staff and more websites.

In general and given the data collected, business plans and growth in the value of firms through ac-
tivities mainly general public oriented seem to go hand in hand with increased IT use. We can, therefore, presume that the specificity of Réunion firms with regards to IT use is strongly linked to their isolation from main procurement sources although this is not the only factor that comes into play. To be competitive in their sectors, they must rely on IT.

4. Discussion

4.1. IT and SME’s performance: towards a regional development? 4.1.1. Reunion firms degree of IT use and performance. First of all, a firm’s characteristics influence its use of IT and its efforts towards more IT integration: age and size of the firms and diversification of activities or little diversification, for example. A firm’s age is a definitive influence and this finding is in line with several research papers on firm computerization that unanimously conclude that a significant learning and experience curve with regards to computerization exists: the sooner a firm begins introducing computerizing, IT is used more often and to a greater advantage, regardless of the fact that material, software and networks evolve rapidly (Jaeger and Caby, 1997). The variable of size is the second influence although there are exceptions: two firms in this sample had less than 30 employees and were strong IT users. In these cases, service and interface activities account for usage. On the other hand, when larger firms (size wise) use IT more (generally), we don’t know how this link works. Did computerization support that firm’s growth and its continued success? Or, on the contrary, did its size provide it with the necessary tools to introduce computerization more rapidly? Research by Nathalie Greenan supports the second hypothesis.

Secondly, what about the influence of relationships between suppliers and clients? The hypothesis of the previous analysis is that, if there is an influence, it would come into play, here again, because of a firm’s most important activities. However, given the sample’s modest size, this hypothesis will not be developed further. It must be noted however, that firms most dependent on their clients either because of concentration or because their large clientele fluctuates a lot are in the group that uses IT less. It must also be noted that firms that export products use IT more. As to the variable “weight of logistics costs“, here again there is a strong link between firms that use less IT but have important logistics costs. However, we cannot establish causality one way or the other. The firms that use more IT also have fewer logistics costs. Are economies of scale the reason or has there been rationalization because of IT?

4.2. IT use and Réunion Island firms’ competitiveness. Finally, what about competitiveness? Here again, only conservative hypotheses can be proposed. At best, it can be established that the oldest and most important firms are, by definition, the ones that have survived the longest and the ones that more IT oriented. We would need to cross-tabulate aggregate indicators with the financial results of firms to obtain a clearer picture.

Therefore, although our results don’t demonstrate the “subtle steps towards performance” (Boutary and Monnoyer, 2003) of Réunion firms – a subject that could be examined in another qualitative study – results show that a mix of characteristics with regards to equipment and IT use are needed in order to have affect competitiveness or simply, performance.

Conclusion and future research

This research paper investigates the use of IT in an ultra-peripheral territory of the Economic Union, Réunion Island. This region, located approximately 10,000 km from Metropolitan France, is very isolated geographically but operates under the same institutions as other French regions. Its 750,000 citizens represent a specific and very small market for firms that operate in this region of the Indian Ocean. Necessarily, firm development derives from close relationships with Europe, including procurement services that originate there. It is easy to understand how IT plays a lead role in the economic development of the island. In fact, the economy of Réunion Island is largely impacted by its level of exchanges with continental France, located 9,000 km away. Internet technology, including email, allows for interactive exchanges regardless of distances and time zones and represents an added cost advantage compared to telephone costs between North and South. These results suggest that the intensive use of IT by Réunion firms contribute to regional development of Reunion Island (Ouedraogo, 2007c). However, results do not allow us to establish a causal relation between IT use and the competitiveness of firms involved in this survey. Further Europe ultra peripheral region must be required to support the findings. Moreover, monitor and measure development of IT and innovation within insular firms and across many Europe ultra peripheral countries could be interesting.
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